The merging of fuzzy model is widely used for reduction of rule number in fuzzy model. The supernumerosity of rules is mainly caused by grid partition of input domain. In the paper different cause for model merging is described. It is the need for creation of fuzzy model for large data set. In our solution the models are build basing data subset and then the submodels are merged into one. This approach enables quicker elaboration of submodels with relatively good knowledge generalisation ability without waiting for the whole data set to be processed. With passing time, the subsequent submodels are created and merged to create the better model.
Introduction
Merging of fuzzy models may be encountered in three main situations. The first case are the large data sets. Extraction of fuzzy models for large data sets may be executed (for memory reasons) partially for subsets of data and then the elaborated models need merging to obtain one model. The second one is the incremental input of data. Basing of recently acquired data a model is created that is later combined with yet existing one. The third reason is the need for simplification of model (mainly by reducing the number of rules). The objective of the merge-and-learn stategy is not the optimisation of precision, but the production of small rule base with reasonable precision [21] .
Most papers on rules merging focus on the problem of supernumeruous fuzzy rules in the model. This is mainly caused by applying grid partition of the input domain while extracting the rules from the presented data.
In [18] the problem of rule base simplification and reduction is discussed. Two problems are: simplification of rules (the reductions of attributes in rule premises) and reduction of rule base (deleting supernumeruous rules). This effect is done with similarity measure (Eq. 10) with two threshold parameters. In [21] the grid partition of the input domain is used to extract rules from learning examples. Then greedy algorithm is applied to merge the premises of the rules (satisfying the precision bounds). In [5] the Gaussian functions are approximated with triangle or trapezoidal functions and then merged. The method is developed for reducing the number of fuzzy rules.
In our approach the reduction of the supernumeruous rules the minor aim. Applying of scatter partition (clustering) [7, 13] or hierarchical partition [17, 19, 20] of the input domain can prevent from creation of unnecessary rules, thus their reduction is no more needed. The major aim of our approach is handling of large data sets. Such data sets cannot be handled in the hitherto existing approaches. The idea of incremental creation of fuzzy rule model is arisen. The models are created basing on the parts of the data set and then the elaborated models are merged into one. This approach is also valid when not all data are available (streaming data from industry measurements) and the model has to be created basing only on a part of data and when the next part of data is available has to be refreshed.
Measures of rule similarity
The paper [18] describes the procedure of rules merging. This approach is based on «similarity» notion. It is defined as the degree to which the fuzzy sets are equal. It is not, as commonly colloquially understood, having characteristics in common, similar in shape, but in size or position.
For crisp sets the equality is obvious, two sets A and B are equal
In [18] the criteria for rule similarity measure S(A, B) are proposed. These are:
1. Nonoverlapping fuzzy sets should be considered totally non equal
2. Overlapping fuzzy sets should have a similarity value
3. Only equal fuzzy sets should have a similarity value
4. Similarity between two fuzzy sets should not be influenced by scaling or shifting the domain on which they are defined
where k, l ∈ R, k > 0.
Similarity measures can be divided into [18] :
1. Geometric measures handle the similarity as proximity, not as a measure of equality.
2. Set-theoretical measures are based on union and intersections of sets, not influenced by scaling and ordering of the domain. The similarity of the sets is defined as an inverse of their distance in metric space. The interpretation of similarity as approximate equality can better be represented by a set-theoretic approach.
3. Pattern recognition approach [4] each fuzzy set is represented by a limited number of features, so the distance computation is simplified.
The geometric similarity measures are best suited for measuring (dis)similarity among distinct fuzzy sets, while the set-theoretic measures are the most suitable for capturing similarity among overlapping fuzzy sets [23] . The tuples of data can be interpreted as vectors in space. For high dimensional spaces the metrics used in 3D is no more useful. Other metrics should be used to better fit the features of high dimensional spaces. In spaces with more than 15 dimensions the Euclidean metrics has no meaning [6] . Even in spaces with as few as 5 dimensions some better metrics than Euclidean one should be used [6, 2] . The dimensional (Minkowski) metrics have been proposed for handling high dimensional data sets [1, 6] . Generalisation of the Hausdorff distance to fuzzy sets, Minkowski class of distance functions [10] 
for various values of r we get various measures:
A set-theoretical measure (common in literature) "is consistency index which is the maximum membership degree of the intersection of two fuzzy sets" [18] 
where ∧ is minimum operator. The measure does not fulfil the 3 criterion, because it takes into consideration only one value of the x variable [18] . In paper [18] the set-theoretic criterion from [8] is used:
where | · | denotes the cardinality of the set, and ∩ and ∪ operators denote intersection and union respectively. For discrete universe X = {x j : j = 1, 2, . . . , m} we get
where ∧ stands for minimum and ∨ stands for maximum. Measure of set similarity introduced in [23] 
where α, β 0. Researchers propose various values of parameters, as α = β = 1,
Typically the f function is taken to be the cardinality function [23] .
Pattern recognition based approach is proposed by Bonissone [4] , who extract for each set four-dimensional vector. The dimensions are:
1. power (cardinality of the fuzzy set)
entropy
where
3. first moment (centre of gravity of the membership function)
4. skewness of the membership function
The Euclidean weighted distance between two concepts is used to determine the similarity of the sets. Wenstøp [22] assigns two dimensional feature vector to each set: location (centre of gravity) and imprecision (fuzzy scalar cardinality) of the membership function. The distance is measured with Euclidean metrics. Similar geometrical approach is proposed by Eshragh and Mamdami [9] and by Kacprzyk [11] .
Some further similarity measures are also proposed. Bhattacharya [3] distance is defined as
where µ * A (x) is normalised membership function:
Correlation Index proposed in [16] is defined as
where X A is defined as
In [10] the fuzzy measure of similarity of fuzzy sets is presented.
Fuzzy models
The neuro-fuzzy system used in this paper is ANNBFIS system proposed in [7] . For the brevity of the paper the ANNBFIS system will not be described in details. For further information see [7, 14] . The ANNBFIS system is system with parametrised consequences and logical interpretation of fuzzy rules. The rule base is composed of fuzzy rules (fuzzy implications)
where 
where c ij is the core location for jth attribute of ith rule and s ij is this attribute Gaussian bell deviation. The firing strength F i of the ith rule is defined as T-norm (here product T-norm is used) of membership function values of all attributes.
The term B in Eq. 22 is represented by an isosceles triangle with the base width w, the altitude equal to one. The localisation of the core of the triangle fuzzy set is determined by linear combination of input attribute values:
The fuzzy output of the system can be written as
where denotes the aggregation, Ψ -the fuzzy implication and I -the number of rules.
The crisp output of the system is calculated using the MICOG method:
where y i (x) stands for the location of the core of the consequent fuzzy set, F i -the firing strength of the ith rule, w i -the width of the base of the isosceles triangle consequence function of the ith rule. The function g depends on the fuzzy implication, in the system the Reichenbach one is used, so for the ith rule function g is [7] 
The scatter partition of input domain (clustering) is used for extraction of fuzzy rules basing on presented train examples. The clustering procedure elaborates the premises of the rules. The consequences are then determined in tuning process. The tuning of the rules is done with two methods: the premises of the rules are tuned by gradient method and consequences (linear coefficients) are calculated with LMSE iterative algorithm [12] .
Fuzzy model merging
Each rule is characterised by parameters c, s, p, w , where c i and s i are the the parametres of the fuzzy set for i-th attribute (cf. Eq. 23); p is a vector of linear consequences in the rule's consequence (cf. Eq. 25) and finally w is the length of the support of the fuzzy set in the consequence of the rule. For merging only the parameters of the rule's premise are used. These parameters describe the Gaussian membership function (cf. Eq. 23). For two Gaussian functions describing the same parameter in two rules the set theoretic criterion (Eq. 10) proposed in [8] are applied. The measure fulfils all four criteria for rule similarity mentioned in Sec. 2.
Similarity of rules
For two Gaussian sets A and B the value of |A ∩ B| has to be calculated. Each set is defined with equation
so
To avoid numerical integration the cumulative distribution function Φ of standard normal distribution can be used. Then the integral of function g (Eq. 29) may be expressed as
Four cases should be discussed:
The first case is trivial, the similarity S of the fuzzy sets A and B is maximal:
The second case,
what leads to The third case (cf. Fig. 1) ,
The area |A ∩ B| is symmetric and can be expressed as
Taking into consideration Eq. 37 we get
Finally the similarity is expressed as 
and
The x (c a , c b ), s h = s j , where j = arg max(c a , c b ) . (s a , s b ) . Thus two subcases should be discussed:
where Ψ denotes
Similarity measure:
where Ψ is defined by Eq. 46. Similarity measure:
Because s l > s h , so
The Eq. 48 and 53 are the same and in both subcases the similarity is calculated with the same formula. The considerations above concern only one attribute and the premises of rule are usually composed of descriptors for more attributes. The firing strength of the rule is calculated as a T-norm of firing strengths of all attributes of the rule (Eq. 24). Analogously the similarity of the rules R a and R b is calculated as a T-norm of the similarities of adequate attributes.
S(R
where A i stands for the fuzzy set representing the ith attribute of the R a rule and respectively B i denotes the set representing the ith attribute of the R b rule.
Merging of rules
For each of n(n + 1)/2 pairs of n rules the similarity is calculated in the way presented in the Sec. 4.1. Then the pairs are sorted in descending order of the similarity value. Starting from the most similar pair, its similarity value is compared with the merging threshold ζ. If the similarity is greater the pair is merged and the rules being merged are removed from the rule base. Then the next rule pair is checked. If the rule R has been merged, all next pairs containing this rule are not further analysed.
During the rule merging the core location and the fuzzyfication of the new set constituting the merged rule are elaborated. The core location c is calculated as a weighted mean of all data examples presented in this step of merging. For each data example the firing strength F 1 and F 2 of both parent rules (that are to be merged) are calculated (Eq. 24). The weight of the kth example is elaborated with the formula 55:
where F i stands for the firing strength if the ith rule and m i is the number of data examples that participated in the creation of the ith rule. If the rule is created in the merging process, its m value is sum of the m values of the parent rules. Otherwise when the rule has no parent rules (ie. is not a result of merging) the m value is the number of learning examples in the data set used in extraction of the rule.
Having calculated the data examples weights the core location of the fuzzy set in the new rule is elaborated with the formula:
The fuzzification of the fuzzy set in question is calculated with formula:
The new rule base (with new rules and no merged rules) is then tuned in order to better fit the parameters of rules to the presented data and to elaborate the linear coefficients p in the consequences of rules (cf. Eq. 25).
One more question needs discussing. The important parameter in rule merging is the merging parameter ζ (it is the threshold value for merging). The value of this parameter is determined in dynamic way. The initial value ζ 0 is determined in the following procedure. Having created two models for the first two data sets these models are ith step i models were created and merged and (i + 1)st data set is used for evaluation. For comparison the model is created by annbfis basing on the train data being the sum of all subsets except for the ultimate set that is used for test and evaluation of the created model the logarithmic sequence. The higher values of ζ means that it is more difficult to merge rules and consequently the model contains more rules. The initial value ζ 0 of the threshold parameter is chosen the one at which the number of rules in the model increases for the second time. In this way the initial value ζ 0 of the threshold parameter is elaborated. The experiments show that further merging with ζ 0 = const leads to faster of slower multiplication of rules when the new model is merged with the previous one. This makes the model highly illegible what is in the conflict with the idea of fuzzy systems. This disadvantageous feature can be avoided in the following way. After the initial value ζ 0 is determined, the temporary value of the threshold parameter ζ t is calculated as
where ζ 0 is the initial value of the threshold, r 0 is the number of rules in the first model and finally r t is the number of rules in the model merged in the previous merging step. Such approach protects against uncontrollable incrementation of number of rules in the model's rule base and keeps the model intelligible.
Experiments

Data sets
The experiments were conducted for the datasets generated with Mackey-Glass differential equation [15] 
where x(t) is the density of leukocytes, and a, b, τ are constants. The initial conditions are a = 0.2, b = 0.1, τ = 17. The equation is solved with Runge-Kutta method (order 4) with sampling step 0.1 and initial condition x(0) = 0.1. The generated data enable preparing data tuples with template
The last value x(k + 6) is the prediction attribute value. Two series of data have been prepared. The former contains the data sets with 1200, 2000, 5000, 10 000, 20 000, 100 000, 10 6 and 10 7 tuples. The data sets where divided into subsets with 500 tuples (the only exception is 1200-tuple data set, which has split into 200-tuple sets). The last subsets may contain less than 500 tuples. The latter series is prepared basing on the 100 000-tuple data set, but each data set is divided into different number of data examples in the subsets. This series contains the same number of data in each data set but divided into various number of subsets: 1000 (100 subsets), 2000 (50 subsets), 5000 (20 subsets), 10 000 (10 subsets) and 20 000 (5 subsets).
For elaboration of fuzzy model the ANNBFIS algorithm [7] , briefly described in Sec. 3, has been used. The experiments have been conducted in the following way. The model for the first data subset is tested with the second data subset. Then the model for the second subsets is elaborated, merged with first model and the merged model is tested with the third data subset. In each step the (i + 1)st subset is used to test the model created in merging of i previous models. Then the comparatory experiment without merging of models where conducted. In this part the last nth subset was used to test the model elaborated for the set containing all data from n − 1 subsets. Fig. 3 presents the experiment paradigm in graphical way. This paradigm serves for testing knowledge generalisation (KG) ability. Also the data approximation (DA) ability was tested. In this case the train set are the same as in KG and the train set is simultaneously used as the test set.
Results
The results of experiments are gathered in tables. The same data (100 000 tuples in each set) divided into subsets with various data numbers. Abbreviations: M -merging procedure, A -annbfis (simple) procedure, DA -data approximation, KG -knowledge generalisation, tm -time consumed by merging procedure, ta -time consumed by simple (annbfis) procedure. Table 1 presents the results of knowledge generalisation (KG) and data approximation (DA) for merging (M) and annbfis (A). In this data series there are 100 000 tuples split into various numbers of tuples in data subsets (from 200 to 20 000). In all cases here the merging approach takes more time to handle the whole data set (with all subsets), the ratio of time consumed by merging and simple approach is from 1.20 to 1.46. The number of rules is stabilised on 10 -20 rules. The knowledge generalisation and data approximation ability seems better in merging approach with larger subsets. Table 2 presents the results elaborated for second data series. In this series the number of data tuples in data subset is 200, 500 and 10 000 whereas the number of all tuples in the data set is various. In this data series the time needed by merging approach is longer then by simple one, but the difference drops with growth of the data set. Also the results of KG and DA are similar in both approaches with one exception: for the data set with 2 million tuples the simple approach failed to create the model, whereas the merging approach managed to elaborate fuzzy model.
The merging approach can create models with reasonable accuracy using only some subsets with no need of handling the whole data set (cf. Fig. 4) .
The Fig. 5 presents the membership functions for the first attribute before and after the last merge. The A plot shows these functions for the model merged of N − 1 submodels, the B one -the last submodel. The C plot depicts the membership functions of the final model (after last merge). Some membership function are similar because the whole rule with all attributes was taken into account in merging process. And similarity of one attribute may not lead to merging of whole rules. Table 2 : The comparison of results elaborated for the second data series. The number of tuples in data subset is constant and the number of data tuples in data set growth. The abbreviations used are the same as in Table 1 . 
Summary
Merging of fuzzy model may be helpful in some situations. One of them is elaborating of fuzzy models for large data sets. The solution proposed in the paper is suitable for data set neuro-fuzzy systems with parametrised consequences. This method enables creating model for big data sets in reasonable time. Although the elaboration of fuzzy model for whole data set takes more time, but quite good model can be achieved after merging of models created for a few data subsets. The precision of the model elaborated in merging approach is similar to that achieved in simple approach.
In short:
1. The merging approach to elaborating the model needs more time to create model for whole data set than creating model with all data tuples at once. But the larger the dataset, the less is the difference between both approaches. When the dataset is too large, only the merging paradigm can afford the task.
2. Although creation of model for whole data set in merging approach takes more time, but quite reasonable model can be elaborated basing only on a few data subset, so the first model is achieved in shorter time (Fig. 4) .
3. The results of data approximation (DA) and knowledge generalisation (KG) are similar. Two phenomena can be noticed:
(a) The bigger the data set the smaller the advantage of the simple paradigm (Tab. 2).
(b) The bigger the data subset the bigger the advantage of the merging paradigm (Tab. 1).
Scalanie modeli rozmytych w systemach neuronowo-rozmytych
Streszczenie
Artykuł opisuje scalanie modeli rozmytych w systemach neuronowo-rozmytych wykorzystywane przy tworzeniu modeli dla dużych zbiorów danych. Nieraz zbiory danych są tak duże,że nie jest możliwe wypracowanie modelu od razu dla całego zbioru. Tworzy się zatem modele dla podzbiorów zbioru danych. Uzyskane w ten sposób modele są następnie scalane, by wypracować jeden model. Podejście to jest także korzystne, gdy wszystkie dane nie są dostępne, ale są dostarczane partiami. Wtedy wstępny model jest wypracowany zanim wszystkie dane zostaną dostarczone do systemu. Artykuł przedstawia sposób wyznaczania podobieństwa reguł w modelu rozmytym oraz opisuje system neuronowo-rozmyty budujący i scalający modele wypracowane dla podzbiorów.
